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Public Comment

Hi there!
I am writing to provide public comment on extending the decision to waive the "two driver rule" under NCCR 13.025(5).
Margaux Elektra Hansberry (TGIG, LLC dba The Grove vertically integrated cannabis dispensaries)
Rec Distribution License #00604441635504697108
Distribution Agent Card #1900029089
Public Comment for Extending the December 2020 CCB decision to waive the “two driver rule” under NCCR 13.025(5).
Dear Cannabis Compliance Board Members,
I'm writing to ask if you would please consider extending and / or removing altogether the NCCR 13.025(5) requirement
that two cannabis establishment agents accompany any vehicle with product exceeding $25,000 wholesale order value.
As a distribution and production agent responsible for coordinating our in house and wholesale deliveries for both Clark
and Nye counties, not having two drivers has made our delivery process much more efficient. Having a single driver to
transport our product puts less people in danger in case something bad were to happen, has decreased the risk of
spreading Covid on deliveries, and provides less on road distractions.
When we first made the change to a single driver at the beginning of Covid, we increased communication around
deliveries at the shop level so that any delivery agent would have to give the dispensary a heads up of at least 10
minutes before arrival. This allows dispensary management to organize extra staff to help unload and receive the
delivery. All deliveries are done on camera, in a secure location, monitored by our security team, and there haven't
been any increased threats since making this change.
Thank you for your time and consideration. Either way I'm sure you will make the best decision with the information
you have.
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Margaux Elektra Hansberry
Nevada Sales Manager
5570 South Valley View Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89118
business: 702.419.4455
margaux@thegrovenv.com
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vertunlimited.com
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